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Photo=s DZ1 thru DZ35 are from Allen Klotz, Baraboo. Taken in and around Denzer during the early 1900's. Photographers: George Zick & Felix Ferber.

DZ1  Back, right: Gladys Buheler Jacoby; Front, left: Lydia Stueber Buhler & Felix Ferber.
DZ2  Denzer Store owned by Uncle George Zick.
DZ3  Cutting ice in Denzer by August Lehman.
DZ4  Harvesting grain.
DZ5  Steel bridge by Ed. Wenzel farm near Denzer. Uncle Willie Zick sitting on right. Next to him, standing, Herman Zick. Man left of center is Wm Wenzel Sr., owner of steam engine.
DZ6  Threshing grain
DZ7  Steam engine pulling threshing machine.
DZ8  Steam engine & threshing machine. By Felix Ferber
DZ9  Building barn on Simon Stueber=s farm, now (late 1900’s) by Lawrence Schwartz. In white overalls on left is George Guecks. Sitting in front, Florian Paschin. On right is Jacob Geocks?
DZ10 Building barn on Simon Stueber=s farm, now (late 1900’s) by Lawrence Schwartz.
DZ11 Building barn on Simon Stueber=s farm, now (late 1900’s) by Lawrence Schwartz.
DZ12 Building barn on Simon Stueber=s farm, now (late 1900’s) by Lawrence Schwartz.
DZ13 Building barn on Simon Stueber=s farm, now (late 1900’s) by Lawrence Schwartz.
DZ14 Building barn on Simon Stueber=s farm, now (late 1900’s) by Lawrence Schwartz.
DZ15 1905. Construction of house on Simon Stueber farm.
DZ16 Felix Ferber barn.
DZ17 Ferber farm.
DZ18 Surrey with a fringe on top.
DZ19 Denzer store. Emil Aurswald house, then blacksmith shop (owned by Clements). Eva Ferber on left side in buggy.
DZ20 Enlargement of DZ19.
DZ21 Line of buggies.
DZ22 Feeding hogs.
DZ24 Goerk=s Tavern in Denzer.
DZ25 Denzer School. Once used as town hall. Torn down and replaced with town hall.
DZ26 Threshing on John Zick farm in early 1890’s. Threshing rig owned by Bill Zick & George Klotz, Sr.
DZ28 Inside Denzer schoolhouse.
DZ29 Dining room of August Lehman.
DZ30 Grandma Klotz, Freda Ferber, Bessie Bunde (teacher).
DZ31 Three ladies on front steps. Taken at Felix Ferber=s house.
DZ32 Henry Mettel with gun. Clarence Denzer on left holding two dogs.
DZ33 Men with dogs. Foxes? in pen.
DZ34 Denzer store. Had weigh scales across road. August Lehman. Girls are Anna Krintz and Edna Boettcher?
DZ35 LeLand Lutheran church in background.

Sawmill, 14-2005EU, [from Sumpter Book Collection photos]
Street, 14-2004ET, [from Sumpter Book Collection photos]
Street, 14-2005FI, same as 14-2005ET, but better image, [from Sumpter Book Collection photos]